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Packaged by Mandara

of healthy, radiant skin and a mood to match. Aromatherapy Floral Footbath ~
ELEMIS Intensely Cleansing Salt Scrub - Lime & Ginger or Frangipani, including
mini facial ~ Balinese Massage

ELEMIS Face | Technology

ELEMIS Face | Touch

ELEMIS Body

Body of Mandara

Time for Men

Express

Hamman Rituals
Oriental culture, symbolizing beauty, feminine charm and purity, our spa’s luxurious Hammam
features a light-filled sculptural bathing area that is designed with ceramic tiles and rich marble
details. The sensual ambience coaxes a reflective mood, while signature treatments on the
heated marble slab promote relaxation and wellbeing. The steam will aid in detoxification,
purification and healing, enhancing a feeling of total renewal.
Royal Hammam
1 hr 25 mins

SAR 700

Relinquish time and pressure as you luxuriate in a regal Arabic ritual. The journey commences
inside the Hammam with a traditional olive black soap cleanse, scrubbed with a Kessa mitt
to sweep away dead skin cells, before we cocoon you in a Ghassoul mask infused with
geranium. An application of white honey mask with royal jelly, infused with Orange Blossom
water, on the face will soften, stimulate and improve skin luminosity. Feel revitalized from the
inside out and complete your hammam experience with a relaxing back massage.
Oriental Radiance
1 hr 5 mins

SAR 550

Oriental wellness wisdom, this ceremony begins with a ritual of deep cleansing and polishing
with olive black soap, followed by a Ghassoul body mask to remove impurities and nourish the
skin. A moisturizing honey facial mask is applied, whilst the hand and arm massage promote
calm and relaxation.
Hammam Discovery
1 hr 5 mins

SAR 500

Experience a cleansing tradition designed to purify, exfoliate, eliminate toxins, followed by a
neck and shoulder massage to enhance energy flow. A Ghasshoul body mask rich in minerals,
with ability to extract impurities will leave your skin soft and moisturized.
Traditional Hammam
30 mins

SAR 200

Experience a ritual that has been carried out for centuries to cleanse the body and promote
deep relaxation. The indulgent sequence begins with a traditional black soap cleanse to
prepare your body for exfoliation and then, a Kessa body scrub with light massage in a
tranquil ambience.

Spa Basics

To cancel, kindly notify the spa at least 6 hours before your treatment session.

Royal Greens Golf & Country Club
King Abdullah Economic City
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Female Spa Tel: +966 124 227 844
Male Spa Tel: +966 124 227 843
mandaraspa@RoyalGreens.net
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